
Basic description for the use of SBSI Function block

The fb support to establish TCP/IP connection, change active job no., send 

a trigger signal and receive result string from SBS-vision sensors. 

Independent from the model. Based on firmware 1.23.  

Set TRUE to Enable the function block. Connection to camera will be established BOOL BOOL

IP of the Camera BOOL BOOL

Triggers the Camera to take a picture, Software Trigger BOOL BOOL

TRUE: External Trigger from Camera can be used; FALSE: Software Trigger only BOOL INT active Job number

Job number UINT BOOL

UINT See SBSI Error list in library documentation Codesys project

UDINT

STRING aResults:  Every trigger to the Sensor create new results at 

the FB output array, due to configured payload!

Add the Library:

First you have to install the library to the repository of your Codesys. Then add the 

library to your project.



Then you can use the FB as a usual FB in Codesys

Place a new Box, use the Input Assitant with the Auto Declaration and instance no.

Now the FB is inserted:



Prepare the Vision Sensor for communication

Configure the vision sensor with Vision Sensor Configuration Studio. The following 

description is not intendet to show all possibilities of the sensor. It show the the 

important settings.

Set the sensor to Trigger mode! Set up a detector e.g Bar Code

Activate the ETH interface in the Vision Sensor Configuration Studio.

Configure the payload for the data.
The FB is build for max. 100  result string.  In this demo we transfer 4 values. Position 

of the Bar code x, y, angle and the string of a barcode. Important is to insert the 

semicolon as a separator sign. By clicking the + it is possible to add more entry in the 

payload list. 



To store and activate the setting in the sensor you have to "START sensor"
Communication will only start when the sensor is in run mode! Every time when sensor is 

stopped by Config software, the connection has to be established anew.



After a trigger to the Sensor the following result will be calculated:



Control of the FB

Force the ip address of the sensor and then force "True" to the xEnable input. Then the 

connection will be established, and if all is o.k, the FB set the output xEnabled and 

XCameraReady. If not then the Error output occur. Error Id could be checked in the library 

dokumentation in Codesys.



Now the FB is ready for trigger input.

The sensor transmitt the results multiplied by 1000! So for further processing in Codesys the values have to be divided!

If result is not possible or calculated. The String is empty and the value is 0.





To get also a string for a "no read" It is possible to give an own text.

result in Codesys:

End of document


